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Abstract 

Problem under investigation: Despite the frequency of opioid use throughout the perioperative 

period, there are no universally accepted guidelines to direct monitoring for respiratory 

depression. 

Objective: Compare the effectiveness of the Integrated Pulmonary Index (IPI) to end-tidal 

carbon-dioxide (EtCO2) monitoring in detecting Opioid Induced Respiratory Depression (OIRD). 

Background Literature/Theoretical Framework: Kurt Lewin’s change theory provides the 

theoretical basis needed to implement the findings of this study.  

Project Methods: Obtain preoperative IPI and EtCO2 baselines from the subjects and monitor 

their number of OIRD instances postoperatively. 

Results: There is no correlation between IPI and EtCO2 monitoring. A positive correlation exists 

between IPI and SpO2. There was no difference in precision found between SpO2 and IPI. 

Potential Significance: The lack of evidence on which electronic monitoring systems perform 

best, and uncertainty over when patients are actually experiencing OIRD necessitates the need 

for more accurate monitoring devices in the Post-Anesthesia Care Unit (PACU). 

Implications: Surgical facilities should consider IPI as an additional monitoring instrument in 

the PACU to prevent adverse outcomes associated with OIRD. 

Conclusion: IPI and SpO2 are effective monitoring tools for detecting OIRD postoperatively. 

Further investigation into multimodal pain management is warranted due to decrease the 

occurrences of OIRD. 
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Postoperative opioid-induced respiratory depression (OIRD) has received substantial 

attention as a potentially preventable and unnecessary cause of death or brain damage in post-

surgical patients (Lee et al., 2015). Of the opioid-related adverse drug events that occurred in 

hospitals reported to The Joint Commission’s Sentinel Event database from 2004-2011, 29% 

were related to improper monitoring of the patient, underscoring the need for the judicious and 

safe administration of opioids, as well as, the need for appropriate monitoring postoperatively 

(The Joint Commission, 2012). Since the management of patient care is associated with the use 

of narcotic pain modalities during and following major orthopedic surgeries, these patients are at 

a greater risk for developing postoperative respiratory depression if not monitored appropriately. 

An emerging method for accurate monitoring and assessment of respiratory depression is 

the Integrated Pulmonary Index (IPI), which incorporates four real-time parameters, end-tidal 

carbon dioxide (EtCO2), also known as capnography, oxygen saturation (SpO2), respiratory rate 

(RR), and pulse rate (PR) into a single number measured on an ordinal scale from 1 to 10 

(Yamanishi et al., 2016). In a study conducted by Mermer et al. (2016), IPI monitoring was 

found to be a valuable and reliable approach in detecting early respiratory failure and a 

potentially more dynamic measurement of respiratory status when compared to even the current 

gold standard of arterial blood gas sampling. This monitoring could be implemented in both the 

post-anesthesia care unit (PACU), as well as on the medical-surgical floors, protecting patients at 

a greater risk for developing OIRD such as those who have undergone major orthopedic surgery. 

Opioid-induced respiratory depression is an issue that effects all postoperative 

patients, including major orthopedic patients, such as those undergoing total hip or total knee 

replacements. Due to the invasiveness of these procedures, many patients require higher doses of 

opioids to control their pain effectively, putting them at a greater risk for OIRD. One facility in 
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the Western New York area, oversees many orthopedic surgical procedures daily and the 

associated staff and surgical teams are interested in evaluating their monitoring of patients 

postoperatively for OIRD. Currently patients are monitored in the PACU via SpO2, 

electrocardiogram (ECG), and a blood pressure cuff. The use of capnography in the PACU and 

immediate postoperative period is still very limited, even though studies have found it more 

reliable in detecting incidences of hypoxia when compared to SpO2 alone (Kurek & Merchant, 

2012). Therefore, this facility is an ideal place to compare the effectiveness of IPI monitoring 

versus EtCO2. 

Comparing the effectiveness of capnography versus IPI monitoring in the total knee and 

total hip replacement patient population is essential to improving the early detection and 

prevention of OIRD, as well as, overall patient care. Determining which of these monitoring 

parameters is more effective can improve patient outcomes and eventually change the practice of 

using opioids as the main pain treatment modality postoperatively. The purpose of this project is 

to evaluate if the IPI is a more effective monitoring parameter for detecting opioid-induced 

respiratory depression compared to capnography. Acquiring data to compare monitoring 

methods could help surgical personnel improve the management and safety of opioid narcotic 

administration throughout the perioperative period. The establishment of differences between 

these two monitoring parameters can help healthcare professionals to tailor patients’ 

postoperative care to prevent or detect OIRD as quickly as possible. 

Literature Review 

A systematic review of the literature related to OIRD identified several articles that 

reinforce the consensus that adverse patient outcomes related to perioperative opioid 

administration are preventable with improvements in anesthetic planning, postoperative 
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monitoring, and the judicious administration of opioids for pain management (Lee et al., 2015). 

Voscopoulos, Theos, Hein, & George (2016) completed an observational study to determine if 

stratifying risk based on minute ventilation at time of patient arrival in the PACU could be an 

identifying criterion for patients at higher risk for respiratory depression. The study, conducted at 

Massachusetts General Hospital, included a sample of 150 PACU patients immediately 

following elective joint-replacement surgery. The authors’ stated that current clinical practice for 

non-intubated patients relies too heavily on surrogate and indirect indicators of respiratory status 

and continues to put susceptible patients at risk for OIRD (Voscopoulos, Theos, Hein, & George, 

2016). The results identified several gaps in clinical practice, which are a need for specific 

monitoring to direct opioid dosing, more frequent implementation of multimodal analgesic 

techniques, consideration of non-pharmacological interventions, and accurate decisions 

regarding timing of PACU discharge to decrease and prevent incidences of OIRD (Voscopoulos, 

Theos, Hein, & George, 2016). 

A review of the literature identified a systematic review of data from a recurring survey 

of members in the American Society for Pain Management Nursing (ASPMN) assessing 

monitoring practices designed to decrease incidences of OIRD (Jungquist, Willens, Dunwoody, 

Klingman, & Polomano, 2014). In this review, an online survey invited ASPMN members, 

which included participants from 102 different hospitals, throughout 36 States, to respond to a 

questionnaire regarding facility policies on electronic monitoring of patients while they received 

opioid pain management therapy. The study revealed monitoring practices varied greatly 

amongst different facilities with only 11% of institutions surveyed in 2013 using EtCO2 for 

patients receiving intravenous patient-controlled analgesia (IV PCA) therapy (Jungquist et al., 

2014). Furthermore, greater than half of the institutions surveyed did not implement any type of 
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continuous monitoring practices at all, leaving patients at an increased risk for OIRD (Jungquist 

et al., 2014). These discrepancies amongst the facilities surveyed were due to disparities over 

which monitoring devices are reliable indicators of respiratory depression, which are most cost 

effective, and which are the most convenient for patients. Jungquist et al. (2014) found that 

adverse events secondary to OIRD continue to occur despite efforts to increase awareness and 

clinical practice guidelines to address prevention strategies. This review highlights the necessity 

for a universally accepted monitoring instrument effective in continuous patient monitoring for 

OIRD and a gap in both knowledge and practice (Jungquist et al., 2014). 

A systematic review of literature conducted by Kurrek & Merchant (2012) discusses the 

value of EtCO2 monitoring in anesthesia and the emerging interest in introducing capnography 

into other areas of clinical care, including the PACU, intensive care unit (ICU), during 

cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), and for patients receiving large doses of opioids via IV 

PCA. Kurrek & Merchant (2012) note that an increasing number of investigators are studying the 

role of capnography in preventing adverse respiratory events due to the difficulty of visually 

assessing adequate ventilation efforts and the limited response time to detect respiratory 

depression utilizing surrogate measures, such as SpO2, when supplemental oxygen is used. 

Vargo et al. (2002) also recognizes EtCO2 monitoring as a useful adjunct in the assessment of 

ventilatory status of patients undergoing sedation and analgesia. In a study of 49 patients 

undergoing sedation for upper endoscopies monitored by SpO2, visual assessment, and graphic 

assessment utilizing waveform capnography, capnography was found to be a more accurate 

monitor of respiratory depression when compared to SpO2 (Vargo et al., 2002). In total 57% of 

the patients monitored experienced adverse respiratory events detected by capnography, while 
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pulse oximetry detected only 50% with a mean delay time of 45 seconds, and visual observation 

alone detected none (Vargo et al., 2002). 

Another study recognizing the value of IPI, documented the data of 21 patients collected 

by the Capnostream monitor, utilizing IPI measurements, and compared it to concurrently 

obtained arterial blood gases (ABG) to determine the value of the IPI in the continuous 

monitoring of patients for OIRD (Alotaibi & Restrepo, 2014). A total of 64 patient ventilator 

events were included in their analysis as they were the only ones that contained both the IPI and 

an ABG obtained within the same hour (Alotaibi & Restrepo, 2014). The results determined that 

the mean IPI of the 64 events analyzed were consistent with the interpretation of patient 

respiratory status as reflected by their ABG values. This study recommends the use of the IPI 

could be a potentially more dynamic measure of the patient’s overall respiratory status than ABG 

alone. 

Kumar, Taft, Herrington, Whiddon, & Castresana (2013) determined the specificity of 

the IPI while weaning obese patients from mechanical ventilation after cardiac bypass surgery. 

They assumed that the IPI would be higher during successful spontaneous breathing trials (SBT) 

when compared to unsuccessful SBT (Kumar et al., 2013). The observational study was 

completed utilizing a convenience sample of mechanically ventilated patients in the surgical 

intensive care unit (SICU). All subjects were evaluated for weaning per hospital protocol, and 

the clinicians were blinded to the IPI (Kumar et al., 2013). The study recorded data averaged 

over the first 30 minutes of a SBT and analyzed the ability of the IPI to predict weaning 

outcomes (Kumar et al., 2013). They concluded that the IPI values were indeed higher in 

successful SBTs, but larger sample sizes are needed to more accurately define the value of the 

IPI as a tool for predicting successful ventilatory weaning (Kumar et al., 2013).  
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A commonality throughout each of these studies is the necessity to detect OIRD earlier 

and more accurately, to prevent adverse patient outcomes, as well as, improve overall patient 

safety and monitoring. The review of literature also identifies the need for additional methods of 

perioperative pain management utilizing multimodal analgesic techniques to decrease the amount 

of potentially lethal opioids administered to patients. Potential adjuncts to current pain 

management techniques as identified through the review of literature include peripheral nerve 

blocks administered preoperatively, neuraxial anesthesia such as epidurals or spinals, and 

utilizing analgesic medications that work on pain receptors with no respiratory depressant side 

effects, such as ketamine and pregabalin. 

Theoretical Framework 

Organizational change is difficult to achieve, especially within the healthcare system. 

Lewin’s organizational change theory, an approach to understanding group behavior by taking 

into context the maintained status quo of certain conditions or forces, is an effective three-step 

process producing solutions for organizational and systemic change. The perioperative 

environment is a dynamic and technologically advanced area of the hospital system, yet some 

current treatment modalities remain because of obstinacy and are not reflective of current 

evidence based practice (EBP). Utilizing Lewin’s simplistic change theory as a method of 

implementing the results of this study will have a positive impact on improving PACU pain 

management practices and decreasing the incidences of postoperative OIRD. 

Kurt Lewin combined theories from both psychology and sociology into one universal 

model recognized as the change theory. He focused on motivation and the motivational concepts 

that underlie an individual's behavior, believing that there is tension in a person whenever a 

psychological need or an intention exists, and it is only released after the need or intention is 
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fulfilled (Burnes, 2004). Lewin believed that group behavior is an intricate set of symbolic 

interactions and forces that not only affect group structures, but also change individual behavior 

and therefore individual behavior is a function of the group environment (Burnes, 2004). He 

believed change is facilitated when the driving forces of an individual cause a shift in the balance 

of a group towards a desired direction (Burnes, 2004). This is the basis of his three-step model to 

change known as the change theory. 

The change theory has three main stages: unfreezing, moving or changing, and 

refreezing. Lewin believed that the stability of human behavior was based on a quasi-stationary 

equilibrium supported by a complex field of driving and restraining forces (Mitchell, 2013). He 

argued that the equilibrium needs to be destabilized (unfrozen) before old behavior can be 

discarded (unlearnt) and new behavior successfully adopted (Burnes, 2004). Therefore, 

unfreezing is the process of identifying a method that allows for people to let go of an old 

counterproductive pattern and is an essential step to overcome the strains of individual resistance 

and group conformity (Burnes, 2004). Unfreezing leads to moving or change, which is the 

process in how new thoughts, feelings, or behavior are applied in a more productive way. This is 

often the most difficult stage in Lewin’s change theory because identifying a specific outcome 

from planned change is very difficult due to the complexity of the forces at hand (Burnes, 2004). 

Refreezing, the final step in Lewin’s change theory, seeks to stabilize the group at a new 

equilibrium in order to ensure that the new behaviors are relatively safe from regression (Burnes, 

2004). The main point about refreezing is that new behavior must be, to some degree, congruent 

with the rest of the behavior as well as the personality and environment of the learner or it will 

simply lead to a new round of disconfirmation (Burnes, 2004). In organizational terms, 
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refreezing often requires changes to organizational culture, norms, policies and practices 

(Burnes, 2004). 

Step one: Unfreezing 

Utilizing Lewin’s three-step change theory in this study will encourage the 

transformation of thoughts and practices necessary to reduce incidences of OIRD. The 

implementation of a new monitoring system within the PACU will require the cooperation of 

PACU staff, caregivers, and facility leaders for the change to be successful. This can be achieved 

using one of three methods (Burnes, 2004). First, increasing the driving forces that direct 

behavior away from the existing situation or status quo, in this study the status quo is 

management of surgical pain mainly through opioid administration. Second, is to decrease the 

restraining forces that negatively affect movement from the existing equilibrium, the restraining 

forces present in this situation is the belief that opioids are the best way to manage patient pain. 

The third and most applicable method to this study is to use a combination of the previous two 

methods, which will involve dissemination of the data collected during the study via meetings 

and poster presentations. 

Step two: Moving or changing 

Lewin’s second step, moving or changing, involves the process of changing thoughts, 

feelings, and behaviors, in a way that is more rewarding or more productive (Burnes, 2004). The 

implementation of changes is often the most difficult step due to the complexity of forces 

involved (Burnes, 2004). This will be accomplished through educational interventions with staff, 

providers, and facility leaders regarding other options for detecting and preventing OIRD. The 

options discussed well reflect the evidence collected from this study and include the 
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Capnostream monitor with IPI to help accurately detect OIRD as well as techniques such as 

peripheral nerve blocks and neuraxial anesthesia that are proven to reduce total opioid 

consumption perioperatively. 

Step three: Refreezing 

The third and final step in Lewin’s three-step model of change consists of establishing the 

changes as the new routine and preventing the group from returning to their old ways (Burnes, 

2004). This step encompasses the overall goal of this study, which is achieving better patient 

outcomes by preventing adverse outcomes related to OIRD. Ensuring that evidence-based 

practice is adopted and observed takes the most amount of time to accomplish, this is especially 

evident within the healthcare system and it will be a challenge for all involved. It is important for 

leadership to follow-up with the changes implemented after this study and to continue tracking 

incidences of OIRD to maintain the new status quo established. 

Methodology 

Study design and sample 

A quasi-experimental, prospective design was used for this study. A convenience sample 

of 30 adult orthopedic patients undergoing total hip or total knee replacement surgery in Buffalo, 

New York between October 2017 to December 2017 were included in this study. All patients 

were adult English-speaking men and women, age 18 years and above, that underwent elective 

total hip or total knee replacement surgery. Exclusion criteria applied was defined as, any patient 

less than age 18 years old, patient refusal to participate, and/or any patients unable to provide a 

signed informed consent. Patient ages ranged from 44 to 82 years old, with 10 male and 20 

female participants in all. Notable patient comorbidities included chronic-obstructive pulmonary 
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disease (COPD), asthma, post-operative nausea/vomiting (PONV), chronic opioid use, and home 

oxygen dependence. The mean preoperative IPI was 8.9, sd = 0.785.  

Measurements and procedures 

Measurements of the IPI, EtCO2, respiratory rate (RR), pulse rate (PR) and SpO2 took 

place preoperatively and during recovery in the PACU using the Capnostream monitoring 

device. Baseline measurements of IPI, SpO2, and EtCO2 were obtained from the patients in the 

preoperative holding area. The baseline IPI, SpO2, and EtCO2 values were measured over an 

average of 10 consecutive one-minute intervals. The patients then underwent their scheduled 

orthopedic surgery. Following each patient’s operation and arrival into the PACU total 

intraoperative medication amounts were documented and monitoring of IPI, SpO2, and EtCO2 

was initiated and continued at one-minute intervals for an average of 50 minutes. If patients 

received an opioid during their recovery, the time, dose, and route of delivery was recorded until 

either the patient was discharged from the PACU or a duration of one-hour recovery time was 

achieved 

Data collection and ethics 

Patient health status, comorbidities, and their base IPI score along with EtCO2 

measurement were collected upon preoperative admission using the Capnostream monitor to 

record data for a ten minute period, at one-minute intervals using a gas sampling nasal cannula to 

collect EtCO2, as well as, the IPI measurements. The IPI and EtCO2 measurements were then 

collected again postoperatively for an average period of 50 minutes, with data again collected at 

one-minute intervals. The time of administration, dosage, and route of administration were 

recorded for opioid analgesics given intraoperatively as well as postoperatively in the PACU. 
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The use of supplemental oxygen and the method of delivery were also recorded during this 

period. 

Institutional review board (IRB) approval was attained prior to the beginning of this 

study and was deemed free of any ethical or patient safety concerns. As stated previously each 

patient was required to sign an informed consent in order to be included in the study and were 

made aware that this was strictly an observational study, ensuring no change to the standard of 

care would occur. The PACU staff was not trained in reading the Capnostream monitor to 

decrease any potential bias in their typical treatment of patient pain over the course of the study. 

During the monitoring of patients, investigators only recorded data and did not intervene in 

patient care. 

Data analysis 

Non-parametric statistical testing was selected for data analysis due to the non-normal 

distribution of IPI (Table 1), SpO2 (Table 2), IPI (Table 3), and EtCO2 (Table 4) captured by the 

Capnostream monitor. Analysis of the data sample included a Spearman’s rank-order correlation, 

Friedman test, and Wilcoxon signed rank test each run in SPSS. Spearman’s rank-order 

correlation was used to determine if a relationship exists between IPI, EtCO2, and SpO2 values 

since they were recorded concurrently. A Friedman’s test was used to verify if there was a 

statistically significant difference between the specificity of IPI, SpO2, and EtCO2 in detecting 

OIRD incidents. Finally, to examine where the differences actually occurred, a Wilcoxon signed-

rank test was used comparing the different combinations of the related groups. The following 

combinations were compared: SpO2 to EtCO2, SpO2 to IPI, and EtCO2 to IPI. A Bonferroni 

adjustment was made on the results produced from the Wilcoxon test due to the multiple 

comparisons, making it more likely to cause a Type I error. 
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[Insert Tables 1-4 here] 

Results 

There were 30 participating subjects without missing data measures. Ages ranged from 

44 to 82 years, of which 10 were male and 20 female. Opioid induced respiratory depression 

events were defined as an IPI less than seven, EtCO2 greater than or equal to 50 mmHg, and 

SpO2 less than or equal to 93%. All patients’ average recorded preoperative IPI measurements 

were greater than seven indicating no respiratory depression prior to surgery. Overall 1,131 

incidents of OIRD were recorded during this study, 7% of incidents were detected via EtCO2, 

42% via IPI, and 50% of all incidents were detected via SpO2. Thirty-three percent of the 

postoperative patients had no measures indicative of OIRD as measured by an IPI less than seven 

and 17 % recorded no postoperative incidences of OIRD at all. 

Spearman’s Correlation 

Utilizing the Spearman’s rank-order test it was determined that there was an intermediate, 

positive correlation between IPI and SpO2, which was statistically significant (r= .519, p = .003) 

(Table 5). It was also determined that there was no statistically significant correlation between 

IPI and EtCO2 measurements, (r= .075, p= .695). This was reflected throughout the recorded data 

since the incidences of OIRD detected were greater in both the IPI and SpO2 measurements when 

compared to EtCO2 measurements.  

[Insert Table 5 here] 

Friedman’s Test 

The Friedman’s test was used to determine differences in detection of OIRD incidents. 

The data revealed that the incident counts for the IPI, SpO2, & EtCO2 were statistically 
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significant χ2 (2) =14.894, p< .001. The analysis shows there is a statistical difference, although 

the findings do not pinpoint which groups, in particular, differ from each other.  

Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Tests 

In order to identify the most specific monitoring device for detecting OIRD incidents, the 

Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used. A Bonferroni adjustment was calculated by taking the 

significance level (0.05) and dividing it by the number of tests that were run.  In this case, we 

calculated a new significance level of 0.05/3= 0.017 (Table 6). This produced a significant 

difference in OIRD detection between SpO2 and EtCO2, p= 0.003, and between EtCO2 and IPI, 

p= 0.001. The Wilcoxon Sign-Rank test did not find a statistically significant difference in the 

precision between SpO2 and IPI. 

[Insert Table 6 here] 

Discussion 

This study compared the sensitivity of two of the more common monitoring devices for 

detecting respiratory depression with a potentially more specific means of measuring respiratory 

status known as the integrated pulmonary index (IPI). A total number of 30 patients were 

continuously monitored in the PACU following their total knee or total hip arthroplasty for an 

average of 50 minutes utilizing EtCO2, SpO2, and IPI measurements. Measurement values for 

defining OIRD were established prior to the beginning of this study utilizing a thorough 

literature search of standards for defining respiratory depression specific to each monitoring 

instrument. These parameters were defined as an EtCO2 measurement greater than or equal to 50 

mmHg, a SpO2 percentage equal to or below 93%, and an IPI score of less than seven.  

Two of the three monitors tested during this study demonstrated a positive correlation 

after statistical analysis for detecting OIRD postoperatively in orthopedic patients undergoing 
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total knee or total hip replacement. Of the 1,131 incidences of OIRD that were recorded, SpO2 

detected a total of 50% of these incidences, compared to IPI which identified 42%, and EtCO2 

which detected the least amount of incidences at only 7%. While this analysis shows there is a 

difference in monitoring precision, identifying that both IPI and SpO2 have a higher sensitivity to 

detect OIRD, the findings do not disclose how each monitoring tool in particular varies from one 

another due to the heterogeneity of the data. 

During the statistical analysis of data collected, several other important considerations 

were identified. First, despite some patients presenting with several different preexisting 

comorbidities including chronic-obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), asthma, chronic opioid 

use, and home oxygen dependence, all of which could influence their risk profile in regards to 

developing OIRD, none of these patients presented with an average IPI score of less than seven 

when assessed preoperatively. This situation may present a benefit of monitoring with the IPI 

because it can account for comorbidities more accurately and not falsely identify patients at risk 

for respiratory depression any more so than patients who are not. In addition, incidences of 

OIRD captured by the IPI were not always apparent in the data collected by SpO2 or EtCO2, this 

may have been a result of O2 supplementation and/or the open system used to collect EtCO2 

samples. 

Although both IPI and SpO2 proved to be more reliable indicators of OIRD than EtCO2 in 

this study, there is still room for improvement in both monitoring for OIRD and creating patient 

anesthetic plans based on preventing OIRD. During this study, only one patient received a spinal 

anesthetic for their orthopedic procedure and that patient unsurprisingly required no narcotics 

throughout their perioperative time. Furthermore, only half of the study sample experienced a 

multimodal analgesic approach receiving a combination of non-opioid pain medications to 
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supplement their postoperative pain, and these patients on average required less narcotics and 

exhibited less instances of OIRD. Multimodal analgesia includes utilizing peripheral nerve 

blocks, epidural or spinal anesthesia, and medications such as ketamine that act on other pain 

receptors without causing respiratory depression. This study shows there is potential to decrease 

the incidences of OIRD exponentially if more providers adopt a multimodal approach to 

perioperative pain relief. 

Implications 

Potential implications for practice as a result of this study include consideration of the IPI 

as an additional monitoring instrument in PACU to help protect patients from suffering adverse 

outcomes associated with OIRD. The results show that the continued use of SpO2 is 

recommended, despite the fact that current literature describes SpO2 as a late indicator of 

respiratory depression. The results of this study also show further investigation into EtCO2 

monitoring, and the systems in place for sampling patients expired EtCO2 in PACU, is 

recommended since its reliability to detect OIRD cannot be confirmed. Furthermore, titrating 

supplemental O2 to maintain a SpO2 greater than 95% postoperatively and discontinuing it soon 

after a patient can maintain this saturation on room air, is an important consideration to prevent 

concealing symptoms of hypercapnia and OIRD. This study also provides further evidence 

supporting the use of a multimodal analgesic approach when determining the best anesthetic plan 

for patients undergoing painful orthopedic procedures. 

Limitations 

While the data results clearly identify the benefits of postoperative monitoring for OIRD, 

several limitations exist that could potentially skew the study results. First, the small sample size 

does not adequately represent the entire patient population undergoing surgery and receiving 
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narcotics. Some surgeries require more narcotics to manage a patient’s pain postoperatively, 

which is the reason orthopedic hip and knee procedures were specifically chosen for this study. 

The specificity and sensitivity of monitoring utilizing the IPI should be further researched with 

patients undergoing less invasive surgical procedures requiring less narcotics to capture the 

entire postoperative patient subset. In addition, PACU staff were aware of the investigators 

monitoring patients for OIRD during this study, which may have influenced their management of 

the patient’s pain during that time. Finally, the use of supplemental O2 may have falsely elevated 

SpO2 values, preventing the monitoring devices from detecting signs of OIRD and hypercapnia. 

This may also be the cause of EtCO2 monitoring not performing as well as anticipated since 

supplemental O2 is delivered through the same instrument that samples the carbon dioxide from 

the patient each time they exhale. With the nasal cannula being an open system and delivering a 

constant stream of O2, it is a reasonable assumption that not all of each patients’ exhaled carbon 

dioxide is being accurately detected at any given time. 

Conclusion 

The results of this capstone suggest that both the IPI, as well as SpO2, are acceptable 

monitoring devices for accurately detecting OIRD in postoperative orthopedic patients. 

However, the results are inconclusive in regards to routine use of EtCO2 monitoring and based 

on the data collected further research is needed to determine its efficacy for detecting OIRD in 

the PACU at all. Nonetheless, the impact related to OIRD on the overall healthcare system is 

significant and is especially relevant during the immediate postoperative period, such as when a 

patient arrives in the PACU following their surgical procedure. Opioids given in the PACU for 

postoperative pain have unpredictable effects due to specific patient comorbidities, opioid 

sensitivities, intraoperative opioid administration, synergistically sedating drugs, residual 
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anesthetic agents, and supplemental O2 administration (Voscopoulos, Theos, Hein, & George, 

2017). Therefore, the use of more efficacious assessment systems, such as those identified in this 

study, are essential to prevent adverse patient outcomes such as those caused by OIRD.  
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Table 1 

Frequency of Preoperative IPI 

Valid 7 

Frequency 

2 

Percent 

6.7 

Valid Percent 

6.7 

Cumulative 
Percent 

6.7 

8 4 13.3 13.3 20.0 

9 18 60.0 60.0 80.0 

10 6 20.0 20.0 100.0 

Total 30 100.0 100.0 
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Table 2 

Postoperative Frequency of OIRD Measured with SpO2 

Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 
Valid 0 8 26.7 26.7 26.7 

1 5 16.7 16.7 43.3 

3 3 10.0 10.0 53.3 

4 2 6.7 6.7 60.0 

6 2 6.7 6.7 66.7 

12 1 3.3 3.3 70.0 

17 1 3.3 3.3 73.3 

18 1 3.3 3.3 76.7 

24 1 3.3 3.3 80.0 

43 1 3.3 3.3 83.3 

68 1 3.3 3.3 86.7 

72 1 3.3 3.3 90.0 

78 1 3.3 3.3 93.3 

83 1 3.3 3.3 96.7 

121 1 3.3 3.3 100.0 

Total 30 100.0 100.0 
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Table 3 

Postoperative Frequency of OIRD Measured with IPI  

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 0 10 33.3 33.3 33.3 

1 2 6.7 6.7 40.0 

3 2 6.7 6.7 46.7 

4 1 3.3 3.3 50.0 

5 2 6.7 6.7 56.7 

6 1 3.3 3.3 60.0 

7 1 3.3 3.3 63.3 

10 1 3.3 3.3 66.7 

14 1 3.3 3.3 70.0 

15 1 3.3 3.3 73.3 

16 1 3.3 3.3 76.7 

28 1 3.3 3.3 80.0 

47 1 3.3 3.3 83.3 

48 1 3.3 3.3 86.7 

51 1 3.3 3.3 90.0 

56 1 3.3 3.3 93.3 

68 1 3.3 3.3 96.7 

87 1 3.3 3.3 100.0 

Total 30 100.0 100.0 
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Table 4 

Postoperative Frequency of OIRD Measured with EtCO2 

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 

Valid 0 23 76.7 76.7 76.7 

1 1 3.3 3.3 80.0 

3 2 6.7 6.7 86.7 

11 1 3.3 3.3 90.0 

20 1 3.3 3.3 93.3 

24 2 6.7 6.7 100.0 

Total 30 100.0 100.0 
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Table 5 

Correlations for OIRD Incidents by Type of Measurement Device 

SpO2 incidents IPI incidents less 
less than or equal than 7 

to 93% 

EtCO2 incidents 
greater than 50 

mmHg 

Spearman’s Rho SpO2 incidents 
less than or equal 

to 93% 

1.000 

IPI incidents less 
than 7 

0.519** 1.000 

 EtCO2 incidents 0.310 0.075 1.000 
greater than 50 

mmHg 
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Table 6 

Comparing OIRD Specificity Between Paired Measurement Devices 

Wilcoxon Signed 
Rank Test 

SpO2 incidents less 
than or equal to 93% 

- EtCO2 incidents 
greater than 50 

mmHg 

IPI incidents less than 
7 – SpO2 incidents 

less than or equal to 
93% 

IPI incidents less than 
7 – EtCO2 incidents 

greater than 50 
mmHg 

Z -3.009 -0.687 -3.180 

Asymp. Sig. (2-
tailed) 

0.003 0.492 0.001 
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MONITORING FOR OPIOID INDUCED RESPIRATORY DEPRESSION 
Comparing and Identifying Monitoring Devices for Efficacy in the Detection of Opioid Induced Respiratory Depression (OIRD) 
Justin Mullaney RN, BSN, DNP-c & Gary Yam RN, BSN, DNP-c 

Introduction 
Opioid-induced respiratory depression (OIRD) is an issue that 
effects all postoperative patients, including major orthopedic 
patients such as those undergoing total hip or total knee 
replacements. Due to the invasiveness of these procedures, 
many patients require higher doses of opioids to control their 
pain effectively. As a result, these patients are at a greater risk 
for OIRD. Despite the frequent use of opioid analgesics 
administered throughout the perioperative period, there are no 
universally accepted protocols for monitoring patients 
receiving opioids for respiratory depression. 

Purpose
To compare the effectiveness and sensitivity of the Integrated 
Pulmonary Index (IPI) with standard monitors such as 
capnography (ETCO2) and pulse oximetry (SpO2) in detecting 
opioid-induced respiratory depression. 

Background
Opioid related adverse events and concerns over their 
occurrence have many negative consequences on hospitalized 
patients, including ineffective pain control, decreased quality 
of life, longer hospitalizations, increased hospital costs, and 
even death. Over the past five years, several professional 
organizations have published recommendations and clinical 
practice guidelines to specifically address opioid-induced 
respiratory depression and advancing sedation. Collectively, 
the guidelines recommended are increased monitoring of any 
procedures requiring sedation, two of these guidelines 
specifically recommend continuous monitoring of all patients 
on opioid medications. 

Significance 
Precise estimates for the incidence of failure to rescue from 
opioid-induced respiratory depression vary, and are 
confounded by the fact that they are often near miss events 
that are under-reported. According to The Joint Commission 
(TJC) there were 129 opioid-related sentinel events reported 
between the years 2004 and 2011. Of these events, root causes 
were found to be: 
• 47 percent wrong dose medication errors 
• 29 percent related to improper monitoring 
• 11 percent related to other factors, such as excessive dosing 

and medication interactions. 
The lack of evidence on which electronic monitoring systems 
(respiratory rate, pulse rate, ETCO2, SpO2, or IPI) perform 
best, and uncertainty over when patients are actually 
experiencing OIRD necessitates the need for more accurate 

Methods 
A quasi-experimental design was used comprising of thirty 

patients undergoing elective orthopedic total knee or total hip 

replacement surgery in Buffalo, New York between October 

2017 and December 2017. Measurement of IPI, EtCO2, 

respiratory rate (RR), pulse rate (PR) and SpO2 took place 

preoperatively and during recovery in the PACU using the 

Capnostream monitoring device. Following the patients 

operation and arrival to the PACU intraoperative medication 

amounts were documented and monitoring of IPI, SpO2, and 

EtCO2 was initiated and continued for an average of 50 

minutes. If patients received an opioid during their recovery, 

the time, dose, and route of delivery was recorded until the 

patient was either discharged from the PACU or a duration of 

one hour recovery time was achieved 

Inclusion Criteria 
• Adults age 18+ 

• English language 

• Total hip or total knee replacement surgery 

• PACU recovery 

• Perioperative opioids 

Data Analysis 
Non-parametric statistical testing was selected for data 

analysis due to the non-normal distribution of SpO2, IPI, and 

EtCO2 captured by the Capnostream. 

Results 
SpO2 was found to be the most statistically reliable monitoring 
device to detect incidences of OIRD, followed closely by the 
IPI. in the detection of OIRD within the PACU environment. 
EtCO2 was found to be the least reliable monitoring device. 

Implications for Practice & Future 
Research 
• IPI was an effective additional monitoring instrument to  

detect OIRD in the PACU setting. 

• SpO2’s utility as a reliable method for monitoring patients 
for OIRD in PACU was supported. 

• More research is needed to determine EtCO2’s efficacy for 
detecting OIRD in the PACU environment 

• Multimodal analgesic approaches to pain management in 
the perioperative period should be implemented more 
frequently to decrease incidences of OIRD. 

Discussion 
The results of this capstone suggest that both the IPI, as 
well as SpO2, are acceptable monitoring devices for 
accurately detecting OIRD in postoperative orthopedic 
patients based on the statistical significance of the data 
collected. However, the results are inconclusive in regards 
to routine use of EtCO2 monitoring as no correlation 
between OIRD events and their detection using EtCO2 

monitoring could be established. Also, only one patient in 
this study received a spinal anesthetic prior to undergoing 
orthopedic surgery and as a result required less narcotic 
analgesics postoperatively and exhibited fewer episodes of 
hypoventilation when compared to a majority of the other 
patients monitored. This lends further merit to the need for 
further implementation of multimodal analgesic techniques 
to reduce the overall amount of opioid narcotics used 
during the perioperative period. 

Conclusion 
The impact related to OIRD on the overall healthcare system is 
especially relevant during the immediate postoperative period, 
such as when a patient arrives in the PACU following a surgical 
procedure. The use of more efficacious assessment systems, such 
as IPI monitoring in conjunction with the continued use of SpO2 

monitoring in the PACU, as well as, increasing the use of 
multimodal analgesic techniques to decrease the overall amount 
of narcotics used perioperatively, are essential to prevent the 
adverse patient outcomes caused by OIRD. 
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